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MATERIAL TAPESTRY / TREND TRAIL BY MIX 2012
 I was approached by Global Color Research to work on a project to be sponsorod by Cutting 
Technologies, a Barnsley based company specialising in laser cutting and manufacture. The brief 
was to interpret the trend story ‘Alpine’, with its homage to the great outdoors and natural green 
palette. 
The work explores the possibilities of laser engraving and cutting resulting in a crafted hybrid ma-
terial interior surface instillation at Tent London.
The work also featured in the exhibition ‘Enlightened’ at the Digital Media Centre, Barnsley. 
‘Alpine’ forms the down to earth trend for Autumn Winter 2013/2014, Mix Trends issue 25. 
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LASER CUT BRASS LETTERS FOR EMBEDDING INTO THE PIECE (LEFT)
COLOUR-CORE MDF SHEET STACKED IN THE WAREHOUSE READY FOR TESTING ON THE MACHINE (RIGHT)
MATERIAL TAPESTRY / TREND TRAIL BY MIX 2012
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THE LASER WORKS TO ENGRAVE A SHEET OF PAINTED PLY WITH A COMPLEX HALFTONE IMAGE (TOP LEFT)
VARIOUS MATERIALS ARE PIECED TOGETHER TO CONSTRUCT THE PIECE (BOTTOM LEFT)
A SKILLED WORKER ALIGNES THE BRASS PIECES IN THE LASER ENGRAVING MACHINE (RIGHT)
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MATERIAL TAPESTRY / TREND TRAIL BY MIX 2012
THE PIECE INSTALLED AT TENT LONDON ON THE TREND TRAIL BY MIX.
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MATERIAL TAPESTRY / TREND TRAIL BY MIX 2012
THE PIECE INSTALLED AT TENT LONDON ON THE TREND TRAIL BY MIX. (DETAIL)
